I Was There - Second Edition: Destined to Witness

What if for a moment we could imagine
certain plants or animals or even a child
finding purpose and place in Gods grand
design? What if they could witness out
loud to our world that God rules? That is
what Part One is all about. This insightful
collection of short stories examines one of
the greatest questions: what is the point of
life? Gary G.Gable depicts five
protagonists: a ram, a boy, a donkey, a fish,
and a tree from biblical times as each finds
meaning in his life and discovers why they
lived in their world at a particular time in
history Part Two asks the reader to take a
unique journey to explore the questions if
God is still speaking today, and, if so, what
is He saying? The reader will also get a
chance to reflect on the question of where
in Gods plan is their purpose? It is very
possible that the reader will connect to
some experience or event that can be
explained by the title, I Was There,
Destined To Witness.
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